Source depth estimation based on synthetic aperture beamfoming for a moving source.
A continuous wave signal received on a single hydrophone from a moving source is beamformed using the synthetic aperture created by the source, where the signal at each range is steered by a range-dependent phase, relative to the starting point. The range increment (aperture) is determined based on the Doppler shift estimated from the data, knowing the original signal frequency. Given a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, the source depth can be estimated from the beam output, assuming knowledge of the mode depth functions based on the nominal sound speed and bottom profile in the area. The method is illustrated with simulated data and at-sea data. For real data, the signal phase contains a random, incoherent component caused by the (random) source motion and media fluctuations in addition to the deterministic range-dependent component due to source range change. A phase locked loop is introduced to remove the random component assuming that the random component fluctuates faster with time than the range-dependent phase. When a vertical array of receivers are available covering the depth span of interest, the beam output can be used directly to estimate the source depth. In this case, no knowledge of the acoustic environment is needed.